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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about automations? (Choose two.) 

A. Automations can communicate with each other and run programs on request. 

B. Automations support full remote management of process agents from a single console. 

C. Automations enable the ObjectServer to process alerts without requiring an operator to take action. 

D. Automations can be used to detect changes in the ObjectServer and to run automated responses to these changes. 

E. Automations provide an interface for defining and manipulating relational database objects such as tables and views 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

The IBM Prerequisite Scanner Utility uses product codes to determine host component prerequisites. Which code
checks the host for the prerequisites of IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus Server components? 

A. NOP 

B. NOC 

C. NOS 

D. NCOMS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the difference between the hash and tree database index structure? 

A. The hash index can only be used on INTEGER columns. The tree index can be used on any column data type. 

B. The tree index can only be used on VARCHAR columns. The hash index can be used on any column data type. 

C. The hash index supports equality comparisons in SQL queries. The tree index is an ordered index that stores
columnvalues in a sorted structure. 

D. The hash index is an ordered index that stores column values in a sorted structure. The tree index supports
equalitycomparisons in SQL queries. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which two keywords are required for creating an SQL procedure? (Choose two) 

A. END 

B. WHEN 

C. BEGIN 

D. START 

E. DECLARE 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7.4 (Netcool/OMNIbus) environment has been set up with failover ObjectServers. Two
custom columns will be added to the event list to show Service Desk Ticket numbers and Ticket Status. Which steps
must be taken in this Netcool/OMNIbus environment? 

A. add the columns to the alerts.details table on the primary, modily the Gateway .map file, and restart the ObjectServer 

B. add the columns to the alerts.status table on the primary and backup, modily the Gateway .map file, and restart
thegateway 

C. add the columns to the alerts.status table on the primary and backup, modily the Gateway .props file, and restart
thegateway 

D. add the columns to the alerts .ticket table on the primary and backup, modily the Gateway .props file, and restart
theObjectServer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

An ObjectServer has been set up to create checkpoint files, and a utility is available to check the validity of the
checkpoint files. Which command checks the files? 

A. nco_storepoint 

B. nco_check_file 

C. nco_checkpoint 

D. nco check_store 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

Which utility can be used to export ObjectServer event data? 

A. ws_ant.sh 

B. nco_export 

C. nco_confpack 

D. nco osreport 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What does an HTTP GET return when run against the /probe/common URI of a running probe that has been configured
for HTTP access? 

A. It returns a dump of the current rules file that the probe is currently running. 

B. It returns the current status information of the probe including version and properties information. 

C. It returns the results of doing a proxied HTTP GET to the device that the probe is monitoring (if applicable). 

D. It returns the current status of the device/service/logfile that the probe is monitoring including a list of current
activealarms. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

What are wires used for when developing a custom set of pages in the WebGUI portal? 

A. to link portlets in different workspaces 

B. to create a link to publish content from one page to another 

C. to route or connect client-side events between source and target portlets 

D. to allow the communication of information between two different users using the same custom portal page 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the recommended solution delivery mechanism for Native Event List tools, prompts, and menus? 
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A. They are included in the WebGUI configuration. 

B. They should be packaged up using nco_conf pack. 

C. They should be included in the solution delivery SQL file. 

D. They should be documented in the detailed design document but not delivered in the solution delivery package 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which probe command line property should be modified to ensure that the probe sends events to the proxy server
rather than sending them to the primary ObjectServer? 

A. -name 

B. -proxy 

C. -server 

D. -messagelevel 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

This line is added to the journal tab of a WebGUI tool: 

Alert severity is CONVERSION(@Severity) 

Assuming the tool is executed on a red event, what will appear in the Journal tab of the event this tool is run against? 

A. Alert severity is 4 

B. Alert severity is 5 

C. Alert severity is Critical 

D. Alert severity is Warning 

Correct Answer: C 
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